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Coverity static analysis lets Visuality developers scan their code for security weaknesses and quality defects without disrupting their normal workflow. Developers using Coverity can determine the speed and depth of their analyses by choosing between fast desktop, incremental, or full analysis modes. Fast desktop and incremental analyses can help developers find flaws as they code8-3where they are easiest to find and cheapest to fix. Coverity 8-2s full analysis mode integrates with build/CI tools and fails the build if flaws violate a security or quality policy. DevOps teams have the control to manage their analyses depending on their changing needs. 8-3Coverity is integrated into our CI/CD process,�1said Segal-Shevah. 8-3We use Bitbucket and Jira Cloud for our software teams to manage their workflow and dynamically show �M�R�J�S�V�Q�E�X�M�S�R���E�F�S�Y�X���R�I�[���M�W�W�Y�I�W���H�M�W�G�S�Z�I�V�I�H���M�R���T�Y�P�P���V�I�U�Y�I�W�X�x�F�Y�M�P�H���x�'�S�Z�I�V�M�X�]���M�W���M�R�X�I�K�V�E�X�I�H���M�R�X�S��the build process through P ython and Jenkins CI. Ever y piece of code written is checked by Coverity and can8-2t be merged into the main branch of development until passed by �'�S�Z�I�V�M�X�]���x�;�L�I�R���E���F�Y�K���M�W���J�M�V�W�X���H�I�X�I�G�X�I�H�����X�L�I���V�I�W�T�S�R�W�M�F�P�I���H�I�Z�I�P�S�T�I�V���V�I�G�I�M�Z�I�W���R�S�X�M�J�M�G�E�X�M�S�R���S�J���X�L�I��failure in Slack bot, fixes the problem, and then pushes the code to the cloud, which triggers a new pull request build. The cycle repeats until we have successful results.�The results: Better code, higher customer 

satisfaction8-3We8-2ve seen improvements in both the quality and stability of our code,8-4 noted Segal-Shevah. 8-3Rather than a customer finding an issue and our going back-and-forth with them to solve the problem, we8-2re resolving code issues in-house before the software ships. The bottom line is that customers receive better code.8-48-3From my perspective, what I like best about Coverity is having comprehensive information and the ability to filter that information for such things as priorities, risk, and individual developer owners. I can filter for only the new issues that were discovered in the latest build. I have the ability to set whatever I want in the filters, which is great. We use the filtering feature constantly, as well as the notification feature whenever something in the database has changed.8-4 8-3Coverity is a power ful 

tool that helps Visuality 

Systems continually 

improve our product and 

ultimately write better and 

secured code.8-4
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